Toward the Drug Factory Microbiome: Microbial Community Variations in Antibiotic-Producing Clean Rooms.
Microbiome projects are currently booming around the globe, enabled by advances in culture-independent microbial community analysis and high-throughput sequencing. One emerging application of microbiome science involves exploring microbial diversity in built environments, and one unexplored built environment is the pharmaceutical factory, notably factories producing antibiotics, as they could be enriched in antibiotic-resistant microbes. To examine the drug factory microbiome, we launched this interdisciplinary hypothesis-generating study to benchmark culture-independent microbiome analysis in drug manufacturing units producing antibiotics and nonantibiotic drugs, against traditional microbial identification and quantification techniques. Over a course of 4 months, we prospectively collected 234 samples from antibiotic (kanamycin and amoxicillin) and nonantibiotic (acetaminophen) production clean rooms within a pharmaceutical factory in Egypt. All samples were analyzed by traditional culture-based methods, and microbial communities of representative samples were profiled by16S rRNA gene sequencing. In addition, antibiotic resistance profiles of some samples were determined, and representative resistance genes were screened. The 16S rRNA analysis revealed a typical predominance of Proteobacteria (36%), Firmicutes (31%), and Bacteroidetes (16%). The microbial composition of the samples was highly affected by the use of water, environmental conditions during the production process, the presence of personnel, and the type of the product. The effect of these factors was confirmed by total aerobic microbial counts and identification of biomarker microbes. In conclusion, these observations can aid in the future for optimal design and management of pharmaceutical manufacturing units, and speak to a greater need for implementing microbiome research in the quality assurance of built environments.